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Abstract.     Classification (supervised learning) and clustering (unsupervised learning) are some of the most common 
tasks in Data Mining. In classification task decision rule should be constructed basing on set of training samples with 
given labels (class names). Clustering task is similar except there are no labels for training samples. Semi-supervised 
learning falls between unsupervised learning and supervised learning. It iss a class of machine learning techniques that 
make use of both labelled and unlabelled data for training - typically a small amount of labelled data with a large 
amount of unlabelled data. In the paper the approach is offered, that allows uniting these three tasks in one task of 
generalized classification. In this task whole dataset is subdivided on clusters which are well separated from each other 
and majority of labelled samples in every cluster belong the single class.  Using of unlabelled samples in this process 
allows determining bounds among clusters and classes more precisely. This approach is based on Function of Rival 
Similarity (FRiS-function) that performs well across a wide range of data mining problems. Main problem was to adjust 
FRiS-function to mixed datasets consisting of as labelled as unlabelled samples. Its solving allows to construct  
algorithm FRiS-TDR for  generalized  classification  building.  This algorithm automatically defines number of clusters 
and finds effective decision rules independently of proportion of labelled and unlabelled samples in datasets. Efficiency 
of the algorithm is illustrated on modelling tasks.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Clustering and classification are considered as similar, but different tasks [1]. In classification task  set of labelled 
samples Vl = <a1, a2, … aMl> divided on K classes is given as input data. It is supplemented with hypotheses that 
training dataset is representative and classes are distributed compactly. If these hypotheses are confirmed simultaneous 
distribution of training samples and unseen unlabelled samples from the same classes will be also compact. Under these 
conditions is required to find classifier which recognizes as objects of training dataset Vl, as class names of of unlabelled 
objects of unseen dateset Vu = <a1, a2, … aMu> with minimum errors. In clustering task  as input data set of unlabelled 
objects Vu = <a1, a2, … aMu>  is given. This dataset is supplemented with hypotheses that training dataset is 
representative and classes implicitly presented by sample Vu are distributed compactly. It is required to find partition 
dataset Vu into K compact classes. Plenty of specific methods are developed for solving these tasks.   

Consider one more type of tasks – semi-supervised learning there mixture  Vmix of labelled Vl and unlabelled Vu 
datasets is given for the analysis. It is supposed, that simultaneous distributions of labelled and unlabelled samples from 
the same classes are compact. It is required to find decision rule which divides dataset Vmix on compact classes and 
recognizes as samples of set Vl, as class names of unlabelled samples of set Vu with minimum errors. In case then 
volume of training dataset Vl  is insignificant or samples are unpresentative, using of information about test dataset Vu 
can considerably extend our idea of general distribution and allows constructing decision rules with higher efficiency. 
One example of a semi-supervised learning technique is co-training [2], in which two or possibly more learners are each 
trained on a set of examples, but with each learner using a different, and ideally independent, set of features. An 
alternative approach is to model the joint probability distribution of the features and the labels. For the unlabelled data 
the labels can then be treated as 'missing data'. It is common to use the EM algorithm [3] to maximize the likelihood of 
the model. As another example of algorithm TDR (Taxonomy Decision Rule) [1] can  be considered. General idea of 
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the algorithm is in using clustering methods on mixed dataset and finding such partition  which answers the demands of 
geometrical compactness (objects of one clusters should be similar to each other and differ from objects of other 
clusters) and uniformity (in one cluster objects of the single class from the set Vl should prevail).  

In the given work algorithm of generalized classification FRiS-TDR is offered for solving whole series of learning 
tasks from supervised learning (the volume of unlabelled dataset is equal to zero) to clustering (the volume of the 
labelled dataset is equal to zero). It is based on function of rival similarity (FRiS-function) which efficiency in 
classification and clustering was shown in our privies works [4,5]. In this paper definition of FRiS-function is extended 
on case of mixed datasets. Classifier based on FRiS-function consists of set of representative samples ("stolps") placed 
in the centers of linearly separable clusters. They answer the demands of geometrical compactness and uniformity. Each 
sample is classified as a member of cluster (class) rival similarity with which stolp is maximum.  

 

2 Function of Rival Similarity 
 
Function of rival similarity [4] was originated from idea, that it is necessary to consider a rival situation for estimation 
of similarity between objects.  For example, in case of two classes, to evaluate rival similarity of object z with the first 
class it is necessary to consider not only distance r1 from z to this class, but also distance r2 to nearest rival class (in case 
of two classes - distance from z to second class). Thus normalized value of rival similarity is calculated under the 
following formula:  

)/()()( 12122/1 rrrrzF +−=   (1) 

Rival similarity takes values in range between -1 and +1. If object z coincides with the sample of first class, 
similarity of this object with this class equals to 1. And if z coincides with the sample of second class its similarity with 
first class equals to -1. When   r1=r2 value F1/2 (z) =0. It means, that the object z is equally similar (and is not similar) on 
both classes and lays on border between them.  

The function of rival similarity defined in such a way is well agreed with mechanisms of perception of similarity 
and distinction which the person uses. Except for that it has appeared the effective tool for an estimation of compactness 
for the classes (clusters). 

 
2.1 Calculation of FRiS-function over mixed dataset 
 

Techniques of FRiS-function calculation over only labelled or only unlabelled datasets were described in our privies 
works [4,5]. Consider how to evaluate value of rival similarity between samples of mixed dataset Vmix consisting of as 
labelled as unlabelled samples. In case of two classes (patterns) A and B recognition, objects of such dataset can be 
divided into three subsets Vmix=VA∪VB∪VC. There VA is a set of samples belonging to class A, VB is a set of samples 
belonging to class B, and VC - is a set of samples which class name is unknown, i.e. unlabelled samples (VC =Vu). 

In the simplest case distance from object z to the pattern is calculated as distance from z to the nearest object of this 
pattern. Presence of sample VC complicates calculating of these distances because for any sample the nearest «own» and 
nearest "rival" samples can be among unlabelled samples. Therefore distance to the nearest «own» neighbor for z∈VA is 
calculated as follows: 

)},({min1 xzr
CA VVx
ρ

∪∈
= . 

For z∈VB : 

)},({min1 xzr
CB VVx
ρ

∪∈
= . 

For z∈VС we think, that the nearest «own» to z can belong to any class, so: 

)},({min1 xzr
CBA VVVx
ρ

∪∪∈
= . 

Such approach is agreed with hypothesis of the local compactness asserting, that close samples most likely belong to 
single class.  

To find the nearest competitor which can be among unlabelled samples, we use the same technique, as in clustering 
task [5]. In this case the virtual pattern-competitor is entered into consideration. Nearest sample of this virtual pattern is 
supposed to be  settled on the fixed distance r* from each sample of the dataset.  In this case for sample z∈VA: 

)}},({min*,min{2 xzrr
BVx
ρ

∈
= . 
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For z∈VB: 

)}},({min*,min{2 xzrr
AVx
ρ

∈
= . 

To find distance r2 from z∈VС to the nearest competitor we select among distance rA from z to the nearest object of 
class A, distance rВ from z to the nearest object of class B and distance r* to the virtual competitor. The minimal value 
among rA and rВ is supposed to determine the "own" pattern. Hence, distance to the competitor is or maximal of these 
two distances (rA and rВ), or distance r* to virtual sample. As a result for z∈VC: 

}},max{*,min{2 BA rrrr = . 
Substituting received values r1 and r2 in the formula for evaluation of rival similarity (1) we can calculate FRiS-

function for each object of the dataset separately, then averaging value of similarity of all objects with their patterns 
receive the integrated value of compactness of given mixed dataset. 

In more complex case when set of representatives (stolps)  S of training dataset is given distance from object z to the 
pattern is defined as the distance from z to the nearest stolp of this pattern. The system of stolps S for dataset Vmix, can 
be divided on two subsets: SA is a set of the stolps of pattern A, SB is a set of the stolps of pattern B. Unlabelled samples 
from set VC can be used as stolps of pattern A, as stolps of pattern B. Therefore the distance from object z∈VA to the 
nearest «own» and nearest rival stolps from set of stolps S is found as follows: 

)},({min1 szr
ASs
ρ

∈
=  and )}},({min*,min{2 xzrr

BSx
ρ

∈
= , 

For object z∈VB: 
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ρ

∈
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= , 

For object z∈VC: 

)},({min1 szr
BA SSs
ρ
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Calculating values of rival similarity Fmix (z, S) for every z∈Vmix with formula (1) and averaging them over all 
objects of mixed dataset, we receive value: 

∑
∪∈

=
uv VVz

mix

mix

mix SzFVSF ),(1)(  (2), 

which characterizes quality of the description of dataset Vmix  by system of stolps S.  

Notice, to each set of stolps S some partition of Vmix into subsets is corresponded. In the partition sample z belongs to 
subset produced by nearest to z stolp s. In the other hand S can be used as classifier and recognizes all samples by class 
names of stolps producing their clusters. Therefore average value of function of rival similarity calculated on mixed 
dataset can be treated as criterion for best generalized classifier selection: it increases with increasing of geometrical 
compactness of received clusters, and with increasing of uniformity of the samples in cluster because rival similarities 
for samples from the competing classes in each cluster are negative. The less such objects in cluster, the higher value of 
criterion )(SF mix . As a result for solving the task of generalized classification we should find the approximate solution 
of next optimization task: 

S

mix SF max)( → . 

When Vl=∅, the given task is reduced to a task of clustering, and if Vu=∅ - to a task of classification.   

 

3 Algorithm FRiS-TDR 
 
At the first stage of algorithm the base set of the stolps consisting of the best candidate to be stolp of pattern A and the 
best candidate to be stolp of pattern B is found. To estimate efficiency of object in a role of stolp average value of 
function of rival similarity is calculated on mixed dataset. Thus the considered pattern is considered as described by 
single stolp, and position of a stolp of a rival pattern varies - each time the nearest object from rival pattern is used as a 
stolp-competitor. This procedure is realized as follows: 

1. Some object а∈VА is tested as single stolp of pattern A. In this condition distance from any object z to the nearest 
«own» and the nearest "another's" stolps are found by following rules. 
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 If object z∈VA: 

),(1 azr ρ= , )}},({min*,min{2 xzrr
BVx
ρ

∈
= . 

If object z∈VB: 

)},({min1 xzr
CB VVx
ρ

∪∈
= , )},(*,min{2 azrr ρ= . 

For object z∈VC we calculate distance rA from z to the nearest object of pattern A and distance rB from z to the 
nearest object of pattern B If rA <rB the object z is supposed to belong to pattern A according to hypothesis of local 
compactness.  So as distance to the “own” pattern distance from z to a is taken. And as distance to rival pattern value rB 
if it does not exceed r* is taken. In such way:  

),(1 azr ρ= , 2 min{ *, }Br r r= . 

If rA> rB the object z does not belong to pattern A and the nearest object from sets VB and VC is used as “own” stolp 
for it. As distance to rival pattern the distance to object a if it does not exceed size r* is taken. In this case: 

)},({min1 xzr
CB VVx
ρ

∪∈
= , )},(*,min{2 azrr ρ= . 

Basing on these distances, we calculate function of rival similarity Fmix(z,{a}) for all objects of dataset with object a. 
Values Fmix(z,{a}) for objects z of pattern A characterize protective abilities of object a, and for objects z of pattern B, - 
tolerance of object a to rival pattern. Therefore, averaging Fmix(z,S) over all objects of the mixed dataset, we calculate 
value A

a
mix FaF =})({  of efficiency of object a in a role of stolp of pattern A.  

2. Step 1 is repeated for all objects of class VА. 

3. The object b∈VB is tested as single stolp of pattern B and distance from any object z to the nearest «own» and the 
nearest "rival" stolps are found by following rules. If object z∈VA: 

)},({min1 xzr
CA VVx
ρ

∪∈
= , )},(*,min{2 bzrr ρ= . 

If object z∈VB: 

),(1 bzr ρ= , )}},({min*,min{2 xzrr
AVx
ρ

∈
= . 

For object z∈VC we calculate distance rA from z to the nearest object of pattern A and distance rB from z to the 
nearest object of pattern B. If  rA <rB: 

)},({min1 xzr
CA VVx
ρ

∪∈
= , )},(*,min{2 bzrr ρ= . 

If  rA> rB: 

),(1 bzr ρ= , 2 min{ *, }Ar r r= . 

Basing on these distances, we calculate function of rival similarity Fmix (z, {b}) for all objects of the mixed dataset 
and, averaging it, we receive value Fb

B of efficiency of object b in a role of a stolp of pattern B 

4. Step 3 is repeats for all objects of class VВ. 

5. Since belonging to the patterns for any object c from class VC is unknown, at first it is tested in a role of a single 
stolp of pattern A and its efficiency Fc

A is calculated. For this purpose Step 1 is repeated for this object. Then the object 
c is tested in a role of single stolp of pattern B and running Step 3 value Fc

B is calculated. 

6. Step 5 is repeated for all objects of class VС. 

7. Object s1∈VA∪VC
 which provide maximum value Fs

A is selected as the first stolp of pattern A. As the first stolp of 
pattern B the object s2∈VB∪VC which has provided maximum value Fs

B is selected.  

Thus, at the first stage of work of the algorithm the system of stolps S2 which contains two stolps is formed. At the 
second stage this system is widened till the necessary size. For estimating system of stolps quality we can use directly 
formula (2). The algorithm of extending looks as follows: 
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8. Some object а∈VА is added to the current system of stolps Si consisting of i stolps as an additional stolp of pattern 
A. Quality of this system Fa

A=Fmix(Si∪{a}) is calculated using formula (2). This procedure is repeated for all objects of 
class VА. 

9. Some object b∈VB is added in current system of stolps Si as an additional stolp of pattern B Quality of the system 
Fb

B=Fmix(Si∪{b}) is calculated using formula (2). This procedure is repeated for all objects of class VB. 

10. Some object c∈VC is added in current system of stolps Si as a stolp of pattern A and quality of this system Fc
A is 

calculated. Then the same object is considered as object of the second pattern and for this case the quality of system Fc
B 

is calculated too. This procedure is repeated for all objects of class VС. 

11. The object si+1 of mixed sample Vmix which addition in system of stolps Si as much as possible improves its 
quality, is selected as (i+1)-th stolp. In other words Si+1=Si∪si+1, where  

},{maxarg1
B

z
A

zzi FFs =+ . 
12. Process of stolps system (steps 8-12) extending is repeated until achievement of one of conditions of stop. 

 The most widespread condition of stop for decision rule in the form of stolps construction is constructing that set of 
stolps which allows recognizing labelled samples with the fixed accuracy. Demand of correct recognition often can lead 
to retraining. Other variant is fixing maximal admissible number of stolps in system. As criterion for stop of algorithm 
in FRiS-TDR the same technique that has been used in a task of taxonomy for definition of optimum number of clusters 
[3] is used. For this purpose, for any object z its nearest stolp is considered as "own" and following on affinity as 
"competitor". The average value of  FRiS-function Fi calculated under these conditions is compared with to the similar 
values calculated for smaller and greater sets of stolps Si-1 and Si+1. Fulfilment of condition Fi-1 <Fi and Fi+1 <Fi is 
considered as the indicator of the fact that the number of stolps equal i corresponds to one of the most preferable 
partition set of objects on clusters. If after termination of algorithm work only unlabelled objects are presented in the 
some clusters it is possible to consider that clusters as realizations of some new unknown patterns. Offered algorithm is 
linear. Its laboriousness has the order of complexity , there M – is quantity of objects in the mixed 
dataset,  N – is dimension of features space, and k

2
maxk M N⋅ + 2

max - is maximal number of stolps. 

 

4  Examples of algorithm working 
 
For efficiency of algorithm FRiS-TDR presentation we show the results of its work on the elementary two-dimensional 
tasks with small number of objects which one can solve "approximately" and compare his decision with the decision 
offered by algorithm. In first three figures universality of algorithm FRiS-TDR which solves a task of generalized 
classification for the labelled dataset (Fig.1), for the mixed dataset (Fig.2) and for unlabelled dataset (Fig.3) is shown.  

Hereinafter objects of class A are designated in figures by circles, objects of class B – by squares, and objects, which 
class names are unknown, - by daggers. The objects selected by algorithm as stolps, are encircled by a dotted lines, 
borders for clusters are presented by dotted broken lines.  

 

 

Fig.1. Results of work of algorithm FRiS-TDR on a task of recognition 
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Fig.2. Results of work of algorithm FRiS-TDR on a task of semi-supervised 
learning 

Fig.3. Results of work of algorithm FRiS-TDR on a task of taxonomy 
 

Analyzing the presented results it is possible to see, that given algorithm has found successful decisions for all three 
tasks. 

While testing algorithm FRiS-TDR on generated tasks the idea that in case of small number of labelled samples 
using unlabelled samples during decision rule construction enhance quality of decisions was confirmed. It is illustrated 
by results of some experiments presented in Table 1. In these experiments algorithm FRiS-TDR run on two types of 
tasks with different distribution complicity. In first case both classes had Gauss distribution, in second - mixture of 
Gauss distributions with different parameters. Each class was presented by only 5 labelled samples and 1000 unlabelled 
ones. On such tasks classifiers built by algorithm FRiS-TDR with using unlabelled dataset were better than classifiers 
constructed by this algorithm on only labelled samples. 

Tab. 1. Using unlabelled samples in classification.  
 Simple patterns Complex patterns 

 Labelled dataset Mixed dataset Labelled dataset Mixed dataset 

Efficiency 0,7721052 0,834737 0,5162625 0,566364 

 

On Fig.4 results obtained with the offered algorithm on more complex task are presented. The number of stolps was 
determined automatically. Thus two clusters consisting of only unlabelled objects were allocated. These clusters can be 
considered as realizations of some unknown patterns.Algorithm FRiS-TDR 
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Fig.4. Results of work of algorithm FRiS-TDR on the complex mixed 
sample. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

Presented results of our researches allow drawing following conclusions: 

   1. Instead of a set of different algorithms, specialized on solving tasks of analysis labelled, unlabelled and mixed 
datasets, it is possible to use algorithm of generalized classification FRiS-TDR, that builds effective decision rules 
independently of  proportion of labelled and unlabelled object in analyzed dataset.  
   2. To select the best variant of the decision the value of FRiS-compactness of formed clusters is used.   
   3. Using of FRiS-functions allows to select system of stolps, which as much as possible full and precisely describes 
whole dataset (as labelled as unlabelled objects) and also to determine optimal number of stolps.  
   4. It is shown, that in case of small volume of labelled dataset using unlabelled dataset during decision rule 
construction, enhance quality of decisions. 
   5. Laboriousness of algorithm FRiS-TDR does not exceed laboriousness of the based on FRiS-function specialized 
algorithms intended for decision of recognition and taxonomy tasks. 
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